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Temporal logic is useful to describe a variety of computer systems uch as operating systems 
and real-time process control systems, where explicit treatment of time plays an essential role. 
In the logic, the notion of time is represented by a sequence of states at each point in time, 
which is called a time stream. In distributed environments, it can allow simple descritptions 
of processes to deal with each process as if it had its own proper time stream where a proper 
time stream, called an extracted time stream, consists of the events which are essential to the 
process and are extracted from the original universal time stream. It is proved that, for given 
formulas which are interpreted in one of the extracted time streams, there exist certain 
formulas uch that they are interpreted in the universal time stream and are equivalent to the 
given formulas. This time-extraction is applied to the temporal prolog in order to decompose 
a program into pieces, each of which works in its own time stream. In the same way as logical 
formulas, a program with time-extraction can be transformed to an equivalent program 
without time-extraction. It is also proved that the transformations preserve quivalence in the 
sense of model-theoretic semantics. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Logical formulas have been widely used in order to describe programming 
semantics. For logic programming, logical formulas are programs, which is not 
perfectly natural when the programs deal with dynamic objects because logical 
formulas represent static assertions by nature. In this respect, temporal ogic is 
more useful than ordinal logic because the former can describe the notion of time 
explicitly. There are still some difficulties, however, when we use temporal ogic 
directly as a programming language. 
Actions of some software such as operating systems and real-time controlling 
systems depend on sequences of events that happen outside the computers. As men- 
tioned later, the time in temporal logic is discrete; each period does not need to be 
associated to a physical interval. Rather, we often "notch" the time by events, which 
allows a clear view of the system. If a single program had to respond to all kinds 
of events by itself, its behavior would be too complicated to give a simple descrip- 
tion. Although the usual solution for this problem is to make several processes o 
that the job is divided among them, whose benefits are well known as modular 
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programming, the notion of a process has not yet been formalized in the temporal 
logic. (The multiprocess network logic [8] presented spatial modalities that are 
orthogonal to temporal modalities.) We should presume that it would be much 
easier to write part of the program without any attention to the events which are 
not totally relevant o its own proper job. This can be accomplished by introducing 
a process for each part of the program such that the process has its own local time. 
As a result, the program virtually works on multiple time streams in which the 
processes are executed and are synchronized with each other at some point in time. 
On the other hand, it might be necessary to combine these "virtual" time streams 
into a single "real" time stream in order to increase fficiency. 
Let us consider a more concrete xample. Suppose we want to describe "r holds 
when p and q happen in this order," then using a "previous operator" O, one of 
the modal operators in logic, we may write 
Op ^ q~r .  
However, this formula simply states that "r holds when q happens at the very next 
point in time at the point when p happens." In this case, some auxiliary predicates 
are needed in order to remember the state of (p happened and q has not yet 
happened) because there can exist some time points in which neither p nor q 
happen. Therefore we should introduce a new predicate a and write 
p ---+ a 
Qa A ~q~a 
Qa/x  q~r .  
One way to prevent such redundancy is to introduce a new binary temporal 
operator such as atnext, until to specify complex temporal relations [2]. Numerous 
kinds of temporal operators will be needed, however, when we want to write more 
complicated sequences of events. Rather, we introduce the notion of time-extraction, 
where we allow multiple time streams and each time stream is assigned to a 
sequence of events or, in other words, a process. This approach requires no extra 
temporal operators and allows simple descriptions with the explicit notion of 
process. 
In the following section, first we define the notion of time-extraction a d examine 
the relationship between formulas in "virtual" and "real" time streams. Next we 
apply time-extraction to the temporal prolog [-9] and give an algorithm which 
transforms a program using extraction to an equivalent and possibly more efficient 
program without extraction. The possibility of generalizing time-extraction for 
other modal logic is also mentioned. 
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2. FIRST-ORDER LINEAR-TIME TEMPORAL LOGIC 
The modal logic is different from the ordinal logic at the point that it has some 
modal operators, in addition to logical ones. Its model consists of a set of possible 
worlds (worlds for short) and a set of accessibility relations. Each world is an inter- 
pretation of predicate and function symbols, which is exactly the same as the model 
of the first-order logic. The truth value of a formula can be different in each world. 
The visibility relation, called modality, is a set of ordered pairs of worlds and is 
associated to a modal operator. In a certain world, the truth value of a formula 
with a modal operator depends on the truth values of the formula in all visible 
worlds designated by the associated relation. 
The temporal logic is a kind of modal logic, in which each world represents a 
state at a specific point in time and modalities pecify temporal relations. We define 
an interpretation of the temporal logic as a finite or infinite sequence of interpreta- 
tions of the first-order logic, which we call a time stream in this paper. Note that 
"time" in the temporal logic is discrete. 
We list some of the temporal operators with their intuitive meanings: 
[]p p will be true forever from now 
• p p has been true until now 
Gp p will become true at some time in the future 
• p p was true at some point in the past 
Op p is true at the next point in time 
Op p was true at the previous point in time. 
In the following let us concentrate on the temporal operators [] and 0 ;  l i  and O 
can be treated in the same way because their definitions are obtained by reversing 
past and future in the definitions of [] and O. © and • can be defined as -,, [] ,~ 
and ~• ~, respectively. Let S= (w(0), w(1), ...) be an interpretation; let f be a 
formula. Given a world w(i) contained in S and an assignment rc of variables, we 
define truth values of [ ] f  and Of  as 
• f i s  true at w(i) in S with n iff 
f i s  true at w(j) in S with n for all j>  i 
O f  is true at w(i) in S with n iff 
i > 0 andf is  true at w(i - 1 ) in S with ~. 
We write 
S, w(i), ~ ~ f 
S, w(i) ~ f 
S~f  
if f is true at w(i) in S with n, 
if S, w(i), n ~ f fo r  all n, and 
if S, w(i) ~ f fo r  all w(i) in S, 
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and ~ denotes a negation of ~ . f i s  said to be valid in S if S ~ f A set of formulas 
A is also said to be valid in S if all formulas in A is valid in S, and we write S ~ A. 
An interpretation S' is called a substream of S when 
S'=(w(io),W(ix) .... ), where j< j '  implies ij<ij,. 
Let f be a formula which does not contain any free variable. S' is called a time- 
extraction or simply an extraction of S regarding to f when S' is a substream of S 
and w(ij)eS' iff S, w( i j )~f  (see Fig. 1). We call f a key of the extraction. S l f  
denotes an extraction of S regarding f 
Suppose we have a formula interpreted in one extraction and a formula in 
another extraction. When we examine the relationships between these two formulas, 
it would be inconvenient if we had to treat them in the separate models connected 
to the universal time streams via time-extraction. Conversely, if it is possible to 
"bring back" the formulas to the universal time stream, we will be able to deal with 
a number of formulas, each of which is interpreted in a respective xtraction. As 
shown below, if a set of formulas A which is interpreted in S I f  is given, we can 
give a set of formulas ( f ,  A ) in S, which is a counterpart of A. We can also give 
a condition ((f, A)) which guarantees equivalence between A and ( f ,  A).  
Note that ((f, A )) depends on both f and A. We call ( f ,  A ) and ((f, A )) as an 
embedding and an anchor of A regarding f 
To prepare for the definition of ( f ,A )  and ( ( f ,A) ) ,  we define ( f ,g )  for 
formulas f and g recursively as 
1. (£  g )=g if g is an atomic formula 
2. ( f ,  g )  = ~ ( f ,  g ' )  if g= ~g'  
3. ( f ,g )=( f ,g ' )v ( f ,g" )  if g=g'vg"  
4. ( fg )=3x( f ,g ' )  if g = ~xg' 
5. ( J ;g )=[ ] ( f~( f ,g ' ) )  if g=Dg'  
6. ( f ,  g)  = Op(x~ ..... x,) if g= Og', 
where p is a new predicate and Xl .... , xn are all free variables in g'. 
We call the predicate p introduced in part 6 as a status predicate for g'. A different 
status predicate is assigned to another occurrence of the same subformula g'. The 
status predicates are distinguished from other predicates. 
Now we define ( f ,A )and  ((f, A)): 
( fA )= ~ { f~( fg )} .  
geA 
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original t ime st ream S 
w(0) w(1 ) w(2) w(3) 
~ S ,  w(3) ~= Oq 
~ i 0 =1 J~ i 1=3 
Sip(2), w(3) ~Oq 
extracted t ime st ream SIp(2) 
FIG. 1. Extraction regarding a key p(2). 
Let p be a status predicate for g', where Og' is a subformula occurring in A. Then 
<<f A )) contains 
f--* (p(xi ..... xn) =- ( f ,  g' )) 
~ f --+ (p(xt .... , x,) =- Op(xa, ..., x,)). 
No other element is contained in <<f A )). 
LI~MMA 1. Let S ~ <<f A )), go e A. For every subformula g occurring in go and 
every assignment ~r, 
S, w(b), ~ ~ ( f ,  g )  iff S If, w(b), ~ ~ g. 
Proof Induction on construction of g. 
(1) If g is an atomic formula, it is trivial because ( f ,  g )=g.  
(2) g=,,~g': 
S If, w(ij), ~z ~ ~g' 
iff S l f, w(ij), ~ ~ g' 
iff S, w(ij), 7~ ~ ( f  g ' )  
iff S, w(ij), 7z ~ ~ ( f ,  g' ). 
(3) g=g '  v g". 
(4) g = qxg'. They are easily seen similarly to (2). 
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(5) g= []g'. 
(~)  SLf, w(ij),~ ~ Dg'iff  Slf,w(i~),Tt ~ g' for all k>j .  We will show 
that this implies S, w(k'), ~ ~ f~ (f,  g'> for all k'> ij, i.e., S, w(ij), 
rc ~ [] ( f  ~ ( f ,  g' )). Suppose it does not hold. There exists k" > ij such that 
S, w(k"), n~f  ~ (f,  g'>. Because fhas  no free variables, S, w(k") ~ f and 
S, w(k"), rc~ (f,  g' ). By the definition of extraction and the hypothesis of 
induction, S [ f contains w(k"), and S [ f, w(k"), 7r ~ g'. This contradicts the 
hypothesis. Therefore S I f  w(ij), ~ ~ []g' implies S, w(ij), ~ ~ [](f ~ 
( f  g' )). 
(=>) It can be seen similarly to the proof of opposite direction that the 
negation of S If, w(ij), ~ ~ g' leads to contradiction. 
(6) g = Og'. Let p(xl, ..., x,) be a status predicate for g. 
Case 1. j = 0. By the definition of 0 ,  S If, w(io) ~ Og'. It is all right if 
io = 0 because S, w(O) ~ Op(xl .... , x,), too. Suppose io > 0. By the defini- 
tion of extraction, & w(i') ~ f for all i' < i o. Since S ~ ((f, A )), 
S,w( i ' )  ~p(x  I ..... Xn)-=Op(Xl ..... Xn) fo ra l l  i '<io.  
This and S, w(O) ~ Op(xl,..., xn) lead to S, w(io) ~ Op(xl .... , x,). There- 
fore S, w(io), rc ~ Op(xl .... , x,). 
Case 2. j>0 .  S] f ,w( i j ) ,~  Og iff S[ f ,w( i j _ l ) ,~g '  iff S, w(ij_~), 
7z ~ <f, g' >. Since S ~ ((f, A )), 
5;, w(ij_ a) ~ P(Xl, ..., x,) =- (f,  g' >, 
S ,w( i ' )~p(x l , . . . ,x , )=Op(xx .....x,) forall i 'suchthatij ~<i'</j. 
Therefore S If, w(ij), ~ ~ Og' iff S, w(ij), 7r ~ Op(xl ..... x,). | 
THEOREM 1. Assume S ~ ( ( f  A )). Then S ~ <f, A ) iff S I f  ~ A. 
Proof It is clear from Lemma 1. | 
EXAMPLE 1 (Description of an interphone). Let us try to describe a simple 
interphone which has a three-digit phone number. The events are represented by 
the following predicates: 
on-hook 
off-hook 
dial(n) 
put down the receiver 
take up the receiver 
dial a digit n. 
We assume that no more than one event happens at the same time. The action to 
call the interphone whose three-digit number is x, is represented by a predicate 
call(x). 
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We can observe the following facts about the behavior of this interphone. 
We repeat o "take up" and "put down" the receiver by turn. 
Take up the receiver, dial a digit three times, then a call takes place. 
If we use atnext and until, the facts above are formulated as: 
FACT 1. 
on-hook ~ off-hook atnext (on-hook v off-hook) 
off-hook ~ on-hook atnext (on-hook v off-hook). 
FACT 2. 
off-hook ~ state 1 until (on-hook v ~n( dial(n ) ) ) 
statel  ^  dial(n1) ~ state2(nl) until (on-hook v 3n(dial(n))) 
state2(x)  ^ dial(n2) ~ state3(x • 10 + n2) until (on-hook v 3n(dial(n))) 
state3(x)  ^ dial(n3) ~ call(x • 10 + n3). 
In case of time-extraction: 
FACT 1. The following formulas hold in the extracted time stream regarding 
on-hook v off-hook: 
Oon-hook ~ off-hook (1.1) 
• off-hook ~ on-hook. (1.2) 
FACT 2. The following formulas hold in the extracted time stream regarding 
on-hook v off-hook v 3n(dial(n)): 
• • •of f -hook  ^  • •dial(n1)  ^  •dial(n2)/x dial(n3) 
call(lOOn1 + 10n2 + n3) (1.3) 
( • • • off-hook ^  • • dial(n 1 )/x • dial(n 2) ^  dial(n 3)) 
,,~ call(x). (1.4) 
Comparing these two methods, the latter is considered to be a more direct and 
essential way of expression. 
Suppose we put down the receiver before we dial the third digit, then (1.3) has 
nothing to do with the action of the interphone; namely, (1.3) is true regardless of 
the truth value of call(x). In this case, the events occur in the order of 
off-hook, dial(n1 ), dial(n2), on-hook, dial(n3). 
Therefore the left side of ~ becomes false. 
(FACT 1) 
(FACT 2) 
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Now we will rewrite (1.1) and (1.2) using embeddings and anchors. First, we 
introduce status predicates p~ and P2: 
(on-hook v off-hook, •on-hook> =- •P l  
(on-hook v off-hook, •on-hook  ~ off-hook> = •P l  --* off-hook 
<on-hook v off-hook, •of f -hook> = •P2  
(on-hook v off-hook, • off-hook ~ on-hook > = •P2  --* on-hook. 
Then, let A be {(1.1), (1.2)}, 
(on-hook v off-hook, A ) 
= {on-hook v off-hook ~ •P l  ~ off-hook, 
on-hook v off-hook ~ •P2  ~ on-hook}; (1.5) 
((on-hook v off-hook, A )) 
= {on-hook v off-hook ---r (Pl =- on-hook), 
on-hook A ,-~ off-hook ~ (p 1 = •P  1), 
on-hook v off-hook ~ (P2 = on-hook), 
,,~ on-hook /x ,-~ off  -hook ~ ( P 2 = •P2)}. (1.6) 
Equations (1.5) and (l.6) form a sufficient condition for (1.1) and (1.2) to be valid 
in the extraction regarding on-hook v off-hook. 
3. TEMPORAL PROLOG 
In this section, we will apply the notion of time-extraction to the temporal prolog 
(TP for short) which is a logic programming language based on the temporal logic. 
3.1. The Semantics of  TP  
Let us take a brief look at the model-theoretic semantics of TP. ([10] describes 
it in detail.) A program of TP is a set of formulas of first-order temporal logic with 
various temporal operators with some syntactic restrictions. These restrictions make 
it possible for every formula to be transformed to a normal formula like 
a 1 A a 2 A " ' "  A a n --~ b, 
where al ..... a~ is an atomic formula or its negation, possibly preceded by some 
• 's, and b is an atomic formula. In the following, we assume that every formula 
has already been transformed to a normal formula. 
A model of a program A of TP is an infinite sequence of subsets of the Herbrand 
base W(A)  which is a set of all ground atomic formulas, where all terms belong to 
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the Herbrand universe. We define an order among models of A as follows: A tuple 
(Wo .... , Wk) is a division of W(A) iff W o ..... Wk is disjoint and U W~= W(A). Let 
(W0, ..., Wk) be a division of W(A), and L= (v(0), v(1), ...), M= (w(0), w(1), ...) be 
models of A: 
L>M iff 
there exist natural numbers m and n such that 
v(1)=w(l) for all l<m, 
v(m)n Wi=w(m)n Wi, for all i<n and 
w(m) c~ Wn is properly included in v(m) n W,. 
The semantics of A is defined as the least model of A, where the division is provided 
by the dependency relation among the predicates in A. After all, an execution of A 
yields an infinite sequence of worlds which is the least model of A. 
3.2. Time-Extraction for TP 
Programming in TP is to prescribe a time stream by means of formulas which 
should be valid in it. Then, is it possible to make use of formulas which will be valid 
in an extracted time stream in the same way? For instance, suppose we have two 
programs P1 and P2 written in TP, only one of which can run at a time. Instead 
of rewriting P1 and P2 for the purpose of process switching, it will be desirable to 
treat Pi as a program in the extracted time stream regarding process(i), where the 
predicate process(i) is supposed to be set or reset for i=  1, 2 by some scheduler. In 
order to accomplish this, we have to define a model of such programs. For a pair 
of a program A and a key f, which we call a pseudo program, it is natural to define 
its model as an interpretation S such that S ] f is a model of A in the sense of TP. 
We extend this definition to multiple pseudo programs. Letf~ be a formula and A i 
be a program for 1 < i _< m. For a given P = { (fi, A~) [ 1 < i < m), S is its model iff 
S If ,  ~ A~ for all i. As described below, the order among the models of P can be 
induced from the one provided by TP. Therefore we can define the semantics of P 
by the least model in regard to that order. 
However, it would be difficult to execute pseudo programs efficiently if the defini- 
tion above was directly used. In the previous section, we defined the embeddings 
and the anchors which we could regard as substitutes that are easier to deal with. 
It can be expected that efficient executions will be available if pseudo programs are 
transformed to the equivalent programs in the same way as logical formulas. 
Nevertheless there exists a problem that ((f, A)) cannot be transformed to a 
normal formula because • occurs in the right side of ~.  Hence we define a weak 
anchor WA(f, A) instead of ((f, A )) so that we can manage to compose a program 
by embeddings and weak anchors. Let p(xa ..... x,) be a status predicate for g', 
where •g '  is a subformula in A. Then WA(f, A) contains 
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f ~ ( ( f ,  g ' )  ~p(x l ,  ..., x,))  
~ f --+ ( Qp(xl,  ..., x,)  ~ p(xl ..... x,)). 
No other element is contained in WA(f, A). 
THEOREM 2. I f  S ~ WA(f, A) holds, S [ f  ~ A implies S ~ ( f ,  A) .  
Proof It is easy to rewrite the proof of Theorem 1. I 
For interpretations S and S', S - S' iff S and S' are identical except for part of 
the status predicates. 
LEMMA 2. S [ fk ~ Ak for 1 < k < m implies there exists S' such that S' ~- S and 
S' ~ ( fk ,  Ak)  u WA(fk, Ak) for all k. 
Proof We will make S' by changing the part of status predicates in S. In S', 
the truth values of predicates other than status predicates are the same as S. The 
interpretation of a status predicate p(xl .... , xn) for g is defined as follows, where we 
assume that interpretations of status predicates that occurred in (fk,  g )  have 
already been defined. Let S '=  (w(0), w(1), ...), S' I J~ = (w(i0), w(il) .... ), and tl ..... t, 
be ground terms: 
S', w(j) ~ p(t 1 ..... tn) 
S', w(j) ~ p(tl, ..., t,) iff S', w(i,) ~ ( fk ,  g(tl, ..., t , ) )  
if j < io 
if i, < j < i, + l for some n. 
It is easy to see that S' ~ WA(fk, Ak). Since the status predicates for the sub- 
formulas that occurred in Ak are different from each other, the operations above 
have no contradiction. S[ fk  ~ Ak, S '~- S, and the fact that there is no status 
predicate in Ak lead to S' [fk ~ Ak. By Theorem 2, S' ~ (fk, Ak). | 
LEMMA 3. I f  a program Ul<_k<_m((fk, Ak)wWA( fk ,  Ag)) has the least 
model M, 
M~ ((fk, A~)) forall k. 
Proof Suppose that there exists some k such that M~ ((fk, Ak)). Let 
M= (w(0), w(1), w(2), ...). There exists a status predicate p, a natural number i, and 
ground terms tl, ..., t, such that 
M, w(i) ~ fk --* ( ( fk ,  g' ) =--P(tl ..... t,)), 
or  
M, w(i) ~ ~ fk ~ (Op(ta .... , t , )~  p(tl, ..., t,)). 
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On the other hand, by M, w(i) ~ WA(fk, Ak), 
M,w(i)  ~ fk~( ( fk ,  g '}~p( tx  .... , t,)) 
M, w(i) ~ ~ fk ~ ( Op(tl ..... t,) ~ p(tl, ..., t,)). 
We find for p(tl, ..., t ,)~ w(i) in either case that fg is true or false. Suppose M' is 
derived from M by removing p(tl, ..., tn) from w(i). Clearly M'  < M. Remembering 
the form of the normal formula, • occurs only in the left side of ~ ,  so status 
predicates also occurred only in the left side in embeddings. This means that to 
remove p(tl, ..., tn) from w(i) does not falsify any formulas in ( fk,  Ak) and 
WA(fk, Ak). Therefore M' ~ ( fk,  Ak) wWA(fk, Ak), but this contradicts the 
hypothesis that M is the least. | 
THEOREM 3. I f  [.)1<_i<_,~ ((f,', A~) wWA(f,-, A~)) has the least model M in the 
sense of TP, then {(fi, A~) I 1 < i < m} also has the least model S with the same order 
and S ~- M. 
Proof Let E,F  be a set of all models of {(f,.,Ai)} and U ( ( f i ,  Ai)  w 
WA(fi, A~)), respectively. Since F has an order in the sense of TP and every 
predicate occurred in E also occurred in F, E has the same order. For Ne Ew F, we 
define [N] as an interpretation which is made from N by changing all the status 
predicates to be false. We can obtain the following poposition easily: 
N > [N] 
N < N' implies [N] < [N' ] 
N - N' implies [N ] = [N' ] 
S ~ E implies [S] e E. 
By Lemma 3 and Theorem 
S= [M] ;  then we have to show that S is the least in E. For every S'~E,  there 
exists M' e F such that S' c~ M' by Lemma 2. M'  > M, (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3) lead to 
S '> IS ' ]  = [M ' ]  > [M]  =S. Therefore S is the least in E. | 
We define S in Theorem 3 as the semantics of the pseudo programs. Since status 
predicates do not occur in the original program, we can consider that they have 
nothing to do with the semantics. Then Theorem 3 states that a set of pseudo 
programs can be transformed to the equivalent program~ 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
1, M If•. ~ Ai. Therefore MEE.  By (2.4), [M]eE .  Put 
EXAMPLE 2 (Controlling a switchboard). Now we will try to control a 
switchboard for the interphones which we described in the Example 1. It is 
connected to a large number of interphones on which various events happen 
asynchronously. The simplest way to deal with such events is to make a process for 
each interphone to watch the dial or the receiver, and a process for each pair of 
interphones to control a connection between them. 
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Let us conceive of a group of pseudo programs carrying out the same job for dif- 
ferent objects. Such a group can be represented by a syntactically single component 
whose key includes parameters, and each pseudo program will be obtained by 
instantiation of the parameters. This means that they are isolated from each other 
on different ime streams o that unnecessary interference can be avoided. In this 
example, the program which deals with an abstract interphone will work in 
extracted time streams regarding keys for individual interphones. In the following, 
let a and b be parameters occurring in the key formulas, which represent the phone 
numbers. Note that this situation is similar to creating several processes from a 
single program in the usual time-sharing environments. 
We assume that the events which happen on the interphones uch as on-hook, 
off-hook, and dial do not happen at the same time even if they happen on different 
interphones. Predicates defined in Example 1 are modified to include one's own 
phone number. 
A process for watching the dial of an interphone with a parametrized key of 
on-hook(a) v off-hook(a) v dial(a, O) v ... v dial(a, 9): 
• • •off-hook(x)/x • •dial(x, nl) ^  •dial(x, n2) A dial(x, n3) 
call(x, 100nl + 10n2 + n3). 
We may regard the following two pseudo programs, which deal with connection 
between interphones, as either a single process consisting of two modules, or two 
processes which work in cooperation. 
Regarding call(a, b) v on-hook(b) v off-hook(b): 
• on-hook(y) ^ call(x, y )~ ring(y) A calling-tone(x) 
• off-hook(y) A call(x, y) ~ busy-tone(x) 
• call(x, y) ^  call(x, y) 
(•busy-tone(x) ~ busy-tone(x)) 
/x (•r ing(y)  ~ ring(y)) 
/x (•  calling-tone(x) ~ calling-tone(x)). 
Regarding (call(a, b) ^  ring(b)) v on-hook(a) v off-hook(b): 
• call(x, y) ^  on-hook(x) ~ quiet(y) 
• call(x, y)/x off-hook(y) --+ connect(x) ^ connect(y). 
It is easy to convince oneself of the validity of the pseudo programs above since 
they are related to only one or two interphones. However, it is not realistic to 
directly use them because it would yield an enormous number of processes which 
could not possibly run on a real machine. Therefore we must transform them to a 
program so that they can run as a single process. Since status predicates are 
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different for each value of parameters, they play the role of an array which keeps 
the internal states. 
Now the program contains many formulas instead of many processes, still 
being difficult to run if the number of interphones i very large. However, as in this 
example, if a parameter varies all over the data domain, we can reduce a number 
of the formulas by replacing the parameter with a variable, because free variables 
are universally quantified. For instance, 
WA(call(a, b) v on-hook(b) v off-hook(b), 
{ O on-hook(y) A call(x, y )~ ring(y) A calling-tone(x)}) 
consists of the following two formulas for every a and b. 
call(a, b) v on-hook(b) v off-hook(b) ~ on-hook(y) ~ p-a-b(y) 
(call(a, b) v on-hook(b) v off-hook(b)) ~ O p-a-b( y ) ~ p-a-b( y ). 
Replace each occurrence of p-a-b(x) by p(a, b, x): 
call(a, b) v on-hook(b) v off-hook(b) ~ on-hook(y) ~ p(a, b, y) 
,,~ (call( a, b) v on-hook(b) v off-hook(b)) ~ O p( a, b, y) ~ p( a, b, y ). 
There exist two formulas above for every pair of a and b. Now we can replace all 
of such formulas by two formulas: 
call(v, w) v on-hook(w) v off-hook(w) ~ on-hook(y) ~ p(v, w, y) 
~(call(v, w) v on-hook(w) v off-hook(w)) ~ Op(v, w, y) ~p(v,  w, y). 
In addition, we can improve the program using information from other parts of the 
program. By the hypothesis that dial, on-hook, and off-hook do not happen at the 
same time, and the fact that call is true only if dial is true, we find that call, 
on-hook, and off-hook do not happen at the same time. Therefore the formulas 
above are transformed to 
on-hook(w) ~ p(v, w, w) 
~(call(v, w) v on-hook(w) v off-hook(w))~ Op(v, w, y )~p(v ,  w, y) 
in which v and y are redundant. The final version is 
on-hook(w) -~p(w) 
(call(v, w) v on-hook(w) v off-hook(w))~ Op(w) ~ p(w). 
Let us see the comparison between the program derived from the pseudo 
program above and the one written with atnext and until First, the formula 
Oon-hook(y) ix call(x, y) ~ ring(y) A calling-tone(x) 
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in the pseudo program is transformed to 
on-hook(w) ~ p(w) 
(call(v, w) v on-hook(w) v off-hook(w))~ •p(w)--*p(w).  
On the other hand, we can write the same part of the program with the until 
operator: 
on-hook(y) --+ is-on(y) until off-hook(y) 
is-on(y)/x call(x, y) ~ ring(y) ^  calling-tone(x). 
The former one, which is derived from the pseudo program, can be obtained by 
rewriting the latter one using the • operator instead of the until operator. It means 
that almost the same efficiency as until is available after the pseudo programs are 
transformed into a single process. 
4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS 
There are several extensions of the classical temporal ogic such as binary 
temporal operators and the multiprocess network logic. In this section, we 
compare time-extraction with those approaches from the point of applying them to 
programming. 
Binary temporal operators, including atnext, are powerful methods to describe 
event sequences that spread over several time points. However, unlimited use of 
them often causes very complex relationships between formulas, even incomprehen- 
sible ones in the worst case. As to extraction, a sort of structured programming 
is achieved since a time stream is separated from others. Besides, we have already 
seen that extraction can provide more essential expressions than atnext can in the 
Example 1 in Section 2. We must also consider expressiveness, but the • operator 
has enough expressiveness for programming because a legal program of the 
temporal prolog can be rewritten without any temporal operators but • operators. 
The multiprocess network logic [-8] is similar to extraction since both of them 
deal with the notion of process. However, they are quite different in the way of 
introducing it to temporal logic. The multiprocess network logic considers a process 
as a sequence of worlds connected by temporal modalities, where spatial modalities 
are independent from temporal ones and communication between processes is 
performed through them. Such a separate treatment of time and process may be 
easier to understand, but asynchronous process must communicate carefully, syn- 
chronizing each other's tate of processing, because time passes invariantly even if 
a process must wait for an event from another process. On the other hand, extrac- 
tion can provide a local process time. Synchronization is implicity performed by 
the truth value of the key formula. Moreover, in the multiprocess network logic, 
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configuration of processes is determined by a program because it is explicitly 
written as spatial modalities, whereas extraction does not give such an explicit 
distinction between communication and internal processing, and therefore we can 
merge two processes into a single process as we saw in the previous ection. 
5. GENERALIZATION AND APPLICATION 
5.1. Other Modal Logics 
In order to extend the application of time-extraction to other modal logics, we 
generalize it to the notion which provides extra models that are made from the 
original one, using a given key formula. Worlds in which the key formula holds are 
collected, and accessibility relations among them are induced in the following way: 
Let w; be a world for every i and let F be a set of pairs of worlds associated to a 
modality. Then a new relation G induced by F consists of (wa, Wn) such that 
(wl, w2), (w2, w3), ..., (wn_ 1, w,)e F, and the key formula holds at wl and w,, and 
does not hold at w2 ..... wn_~. 
For example, in the case of $4, it is almost trivial to see that 
•g  holds in the extracted model regarding a key f 
is equivalent to 
[] ( f~  g) holds in the original model. 
5.2. Application for a Distributed System 
Time-extraction can be helpful for designing and programming distributed 
systems. The most important decision in the design of distributed systems is how to 
divide a job into processes on which communication and synchronization depend. 
(It is also important in the design of single processor systems, but the cost of pro- 
cess communications on a single processor is not as expensive as multi-processor 
communications.) In the usual design method, this decision takes place at the 
earliest stage; therefore it is very expensive to fix mistakes that are found in later 
stages, or to adapt the program to future changes of the hardware definition. 
Using extraction, design and programming will be like the following: First we 
write very small pieces of the program in appropriate time streams, which build up 
a model of the programmer's view and have nothing to do with the configuration 
of the hardware. Then these fragments are combined and executed in a debugging 
environment to ensure their correctness. Next we assign the fragments to one of the 
processors and transform them to a single process. Finally it is optimized and 
compiled to a certain machine language. The decision of dividing a job takes 
place after a program is written at which stage detailed information about the 
modularity is available. Furthermore, changes of the hardware definition require 
only re-assignment to the processors and compilation. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
We have introduced the notion of time-extraction for the temporal logic in order 
to simplify descriptions of sequences of events, especially when at most one event 
happens at a time. Another aim of extraction is to make an extra time stream which 
can be regarded as the local process time. It can allow a more natural representa- 
tion of the notion of process than a model which has a single time stream. For 
given formulas with extraction, it is possible to give counterpart formulas without 
extraction and conditions which guarantee the equivalence between them. 
We have also applied time-extraction to the temporal prolog. We defined the 
semantics of programs with time-extraction. Programs with time-extraction can be 
transformed to a single program without time-extraction, which preserves the 
equivalence of semantics. This enables us to write a program in its own time stream. 
One may think that it is not practical to make the assumption in both examples 
that no more than one event happens at the same time. In real machines, however, 
one processor can receive one interrupt signal at a time. (Nesting of interrupts is 
another problem.) In the case of multi-processor systems, it is more understandable 
to deal with one event at a time because we can regard the system as a single 
processor, and moreover, only atomic execution takes place at each point in time. 
One solution to have both describability and simplicity is to use a "beginning" 
and an "ending" of the event instead of the event itself, although it needs further 
consideration. 
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